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Abstract
Using Langevin dynamics simulations, we investigate the self-assembly of magnetic nanogels in the presence of applied magnetic
fields of moderate strength. We find that even weak fields lead to drastic changes in the structure factors of both, the embedded
magnetic nanoparticles and of whole nanogel particles. Nanogels assemble by uniting magnetic particle clusters forming inter-gel
bridges. At zero field the average amount of such bridges for a pair of nanogels is close to one, whereas even for weak fields it
fastly doubles. Rapid growth of cluster size at low values of the applied field is followed by a broad region of slow increase, caused
by the mechanical constraints imposed the polymer matrix. The influence of the latter manifests itself in both, the slow growth of
the magnetisation curve at intermediate fields and the slow decay of the total Zeeman energy.
Keywords: Magnetic Nanogels, Self-assembly, Molecular Dynamics

1. Introduction
The name ‘microgel’ was introduced more than six decades
ago to describe soft colloidal particles, with characteristic sizes
of up to several microns, made of a permanently crosslinked
network of diluted polymers [1–4]. Nowadays, the growing
importance of nanoscale systems has introduced a practical distinction between microgels—with sizes ranging from 0.1 to
100 µm—and nanogels—with sizes up to 100 nm—that is becoming widespread.
Micro- and nanogel particles are one of the most interesting
approaches to create smart materials, as they can be made responsive to many different stimuli, including pH [5, 6], temperature [5, 7, 8], electromagnetic radiation [9], ionic strength or
electric fields [7, 10]. Their responses include large structural
changes, typically swelling/collapse transitions, and a complex
rheology [11, 12]. Such a plethora of responsive possibilities
became available in recent years thanks to the rapid development of synthesis techniques [3, 4, 13, 14]. The most common
among such techniques are the ones based on the polymerization of diluted monomers in presence of crosslinking agents,
either in homogeneous solutions or in emulsion droplets. Alternatively, network crosslinking can be achieved by photoinduced
generation of radicals or by electrochemical methods [14, 15].
The large variety of properties that micro- and nanogels may
exhibit proves them to have a great potential for many technological and biomedical applications [13, 16–19]. They serve
to create responsive coatings [20, 21], chemical sensors and
biosensing probes [22–25], as well as in tissue engineering [26],
manipulation and template-based synthesis of solid nanoparticles [27, 28] or water management and oil or pollutant recovery
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[29–31]. Nanogels have a particular relevance for drug delivery
systems, as their structural changes can control the confinement
and release of cargos whereas their reduced size allows them to
cross biological barriers that are insurmountable obstacles for
larger particles [26, 32–37].
In difference with other responsive behaviours, that are
mainly associated to the physical and chemical properties of
the polymers forming the soft particle, a response to external magnetic fields can be settled for micro- and nanogels by
embedding magnetic nanoparticles into the polymer network.
This idea was introduced for the creation of macroscopic magnetic gels [38–45] and soon adopted for the synthesis of microscopic gel particles [46, 47]. The use of magnetic fields as
control stimuli allows to avoid possible side effects induced by
changing parameters to which many soft matter substances—
particularly biochemical compounds—are sensitive, such as pH
or electric field. In most soft matter systems, only the magnetic
nanoparticles introduced by design have a significant response
to magnetic fields of reasonable strength.
The importance of micro- and nanogels stimulated the application of many different approaches, experimental and theoretical, to study their structural, mechanical, and rheological
properties [48–60]. In particular, computer simulations on these
systems have experienced an important development in very recent years with the adoption of a more realistic representation of
the polymer network, moving away from the lattice or regular
structures used in former models [57, 61, 62]. In this context,
two years ago we presented the first coarse-grained simulation
model of magnetic nanogels with a non regular internal structure [63]. This model, that also can represent non magnetic gel
particles [64], is intended to reproduce qualitatively the structural features of nanogels obtained by electrochemically or photonically induced crosslinking of polymer precursors confined
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in emulsion nanodroplets [14, 15, 64].
In our preliminary studies, we employed the aforementioned
model to investigate the equilibrium structural properties of single magnetic nanogels [63] and their suspensions [65] in absence of an applied external field. The latter work allowed
us to understand the influence of nanogel concentration and
the impact of interparticle magnetic interaction strength on the
structural properties of the suspensions. However, to the best
of our knowledge, the response of magnetic nanogels to applied magnetic fields—an essential property for any practical
application—remains unexplored. With this manuscript we
aim at filling this gap by elucidating the magnetic response of
nanogel suspension to external fields.
The structure of the manuscript is the following. In Section
2 we discuss the main ingredients of the simulation model and
protocol. Results are presented in Section 3 and discussed in
two main parts: in Section 3.1, we calculate structure factors
parallel and perpendicular to the field for both, embedded magnetic nanoparticles and whole nanogels; in that section we also
perform cluster analysis. Next, in Section 3.2 magnetisation
and magnetic energies as functions of the applied magnetic field
are discussed. Finally, conclusions and outlook are provided in
section 4.

randomly established according to a minimum interparticle distance criteria, up to a fraction of crosslinks φlinks = 0.17. Each
added crosslink is an elastic spring that links the centres of the
newly joined particle pair, described by harmonic potential:
1
Uh (r) = − Kr2 ,
2

(3)

with a dimensionless elastic constant K = 10. After crosslinking is performed, the spherical confinement is removed. For
more details on the crosslinking protocol, see [64]. For the sake
of simplicity, magnetic particles are introduced by placing permanent magnetic dipoles, ~µ, in the centres of randomly chosen
beads, up to 60 magnetic particles per MNG. Such beads represent single domain ferromagnetic nanoparticles, that interact
by means of the magnetic dipole-dipole pair potential:
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where ~µi , ~µ j are the respective dipole moments of the interact-

2. Simulation Approach
Our magnetic nanogel (MNG) model is based on a classical bead-spring representation of the polymer chains [66], with
the addition of a fraction of embedded magnetic particles and
crosslinks [63, 64]. The setup of each MNG is performed using
the following procedure. Polymer precursors are represented
as chains of spherical beads with dimensionless unit diameter,
σ = 1, and mass, m = 1. A steric repulsion between them is
given by a shifted and truncated Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential,
or Weeks-Chandler-Andersen (WCA) potential [67]:
i
( h −12
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Figure 1: The sketch reflects the inner MNG bead-spring structure. The MNG
itself is shown in the background at left side. Arrows inside particles represent
the magnetic dipoles.

ing particles and ~ri j is the vector between their centres.
In addition to interacting with each other, the dipoles are af~ difected by an external constant uniform magnetic field, H,
rected along the y-axis. In simulations, H is dimensionless, and
defined as a so-called Langevin parameter α = µH/kB T , for unit
~
magnetic moment, µ = 1. Potential of a single dipole under H
is represented by the Zeeman energy:

where r is the centre-to-centre distance between the interacting
beads measured in σ. Here, the depth of the LJ potential well is
set to unity. This defines the energy scale in our system. Additionally, thermal energy, kB T is also set to unity, resulting in all
our interaction energies being dimensionless and measured in
units of kB T . The centres of neighbouring beads along the polymer chains are connected by means of FENE springs, forming
the polymer backbones. FENE potential has the form:

!2 

r 
1
(2)
U FENE (r) = −  f r2f ln 1 −
,
2
rf 

~
UZeeman = −~µ · H.

(5)

In our dimensionless system the standard dipolar coupling
parameter, λ, which is the ratio of the maximum strength of
the dipole-dipole interaction to the thermal energy, can simply
be defined as λ = µ2 . In this study we take λ = 6. With this
value, in zero external magnetic field, the clusters of MNGs due
to magnetic interparticle interactions just begin to form [65].
The dimensionless field strength was chosen to span the range
~ = H ∈ [0, 1.3].
|H|
A characteristic snapshot with the zoomed-in sketch of the
MNG model can be found in Fig. 1.
A suspension is created by randomly placing N = 100
MNGs, derived from the process described above, in a cubic

where r f = 1.5 is the maximum bond extension and  f = 22.5 is
the dimensionless bond rigidity parameter. MNGs are created
by placing initially N p = 6 linear polymer chains, with L = 100
beads each, inside a spherical confinement. The volume fraction of beads inside the spherical confinement is φ p ≈ 0.1. Once
the polymer ensemble is equilibrated, interchain crosslinks are
2

box with volume V = 963 and periodic boundary conditions.
Therefore, the volume fraction of MNGs was equal to 0.1;
whereas the volume fraction of magnetic material was below
one per cent. It should be noted that each individual MNG
is equilibrated prior to be placed in the suspension. In total,
10 different equilibrium configurations with distinct magnetic
particle and cross-links intrinsic distributions are used to create the suspensions. This helps to avoid any dependence of the
self-assembly on the individual MNG topology. Molecular dynamics simulations in the NVT ensemble with a Langevin thermostat and dimensionless thermal energy (kB T = 1, as mentioned above) is performed using the simulation software package ESPResSo [68]. The dipolar P3 M algorithm is employed to
calculate long-range magnetic interactions [69]. Using a fixed
time step δt = 0.01, the system is first equilibrated by making
2×107 integration steps. Over the next 9×106 integration steps,
measurements are collected. Each set of parameters is sampled
using eight separate runs, so that not only time-, but also ensemble averaging is performed, in order to improve statistics.
3. Results and Discussions

One of the standard methods to investigate the internal structure of soft matter is to perform small angle light, X-ray or neutron scattering [70–78]. In case of a spatially isotropic system,
the scattering intensity can be converted into a centre-centre
structure factor (SF) S :
N N
1 X X −i~q·(~r j −~rk )
e
,
N j=1 k=1

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Structure factors S (~q⊥ ) and S (~qk ) calculated perpendicular (a) and (c)
~ = (0, H, 0).
and parallel (b) and (d) to an external applied magnetic field H, H
(a) and (b) are calculated for magnetic particles. (c) and (d) are obtained for
nanogel centres of mass.

3.1. Impact of an applied field on the structural properties

S (~q) =

(a)

reorientation or reconfiguration of the magnetic particle clusters in the plane perpendicular to the field direction. At the
same time, in Fig. 2(b), where S (~qk ) is plotted, the same peak
rapidly grows up to H = 0.5. For higher fields, the height of
the peak keeps growing in Fig. 2(b) and decreasing in Fig. 2(a),
but with a noticeably lower rate. The peak at q⊥ ∼ 1, that
in real space corresponds to the distance of approximately 6-7
diameters of magnetic particles, grows in Fig. 2(a) and shifts
to the right with increasing field, whereas in Fig. 2(b) it basically disappears as H grows. This behaviour reflects the fieldinduced change of the inner structure of the nanogels. If no
field is applied, magnetic particle clusters are distributed rather
homogeneously inside a nanogel and have a characteristic distance between them defined by the gel size and magnetic particle concentration. Once H > 0, then magnetic particle chains
grow longer and tend to align with the field as much as the elastic matrix around them allows, thus, leading to a slight decrease
of the characteristic distance between them in the direction perpendicular to the field, and basically spanning through nanogels
in the direction parallel to H. This behaviour of magnetic particles indicates a tendency of nanogels to aggregate under the
influence of an applied magnetic field.

(6)

here N is the number of scattering centres in the system (N =
100 in case of calculating it for nanogel centres of mass, and
N = 6000 in case of SF of MNPs), ~q is the wave vector, and ~ri
is the coordinate of the i-th centre. If, as in our case, an external
field is applied along y-axis, the scattering intensity becomes
anisotropic, and it is convenient to define structure factors par~ To calculate the structure factor in
allel and perpendicular to H.
the plane perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, S (~q⊥ ), it
is enough to take y component of the vector ~q equal to zero and
use the formula (6). Similar, in order to calculate the structural
factor along the field, S (~qk ), the x and z components of ~q must
be zero.
In Fig. 2 we plot S (~q⊥ ) and S (~qk ) as a function of |q~⊥ | = q⊥
and |q~k | = qk respectively, for magnetic particles in the upper
row and the same observables for the nanogel centres of mass
in the lower row. The field H = 0.25 corresponds to a Zeeman energy almost two times smaller than kT and more than
10 times smaller than the interaction of coaligned dipoles of
two magnetic particles in close contact. This rather weak field,
however, turns out to be sufficient to cause significant changes
in the structuring of nanogel magnetic particles perpendicular
to the field, as it can be seen in In Fig. 2(a). The peak at q⊥ ∼ 7,
corresponding to a close contact of two magnetic particles, vanishes with growing intensity of applied field, manifesting the

This conjecture is fully confirmed by Figs. 2(c) and 2(d),
where we plot structure factors calculated for nanogels centres
of mass. Here, the peak at q ∼ 0.4, corresponds to the contact of two nanogels in real space. This peak grows and shifts
to the left in Fig. 2(c), while in Fig. 2(d) it splits into repeated
subpeaks. In other words, we observe a liquid-like structure
with increasing intergel distance in the direction perpendicular
3

to H, and a clear nanogel chain formation in the direction of
the field. As in the case of magnetic nanoparticles discussed
above, in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) even a small field leads to significant changes.

(a)

H exceeds 0.5.
Summarising the investigation of field-induced structural
transformations in the suspension of magnetic nanogels, one
can say that even if the coupling between magnetic moments
and an external field is of the same order of thermal energy,
extensive self-assembly, both on the level of magnetic nanoparticles and nanogels, takes place as suggested by the anisotropy
of the scattering properties and confirmed by direct cluster analysis. Compared to field-induced aggregation in ferrofluids, this
strong impact of an applied weak field on the assembly of
magnetic nanogels may be surprising. It is related to the fact
that, locally, within each magnetic nanogel the concentration of
nanoparticles is higher than in a homogeneous ferrofluid with
the same overall volume fraction of magnetic material (∼ 0.4
per cent). This induces a local increase of magnetic correlations. In absence of applied field, these correlations lead to
chain formation inside the nanogels, however, the mainly random orientation of these chains leads only to moderate intergel
correlations. Once a field is applied, even if it is weak, chain
aggregates tend to reorient due to their high susceptibility [80],
providing nanogels with relatively large magnetic moments oriented along the field, giving rise to long-range pronounced intergel interactions. The latter results in the field-induced selfassembly discussed in this Section. Why at a certain, still rather
weak field, the character of the field-dependent structural transformations changes and the cluster size growth notably slows
down? The reason is the presence of the elastic constraints that
limit the mobility of magnetic particles, thus preventing the formation of additional intergel bridges, or larger clusters inside
the gels.
In order to get a better understanding of the magnetic response of the suspension, in the next subsection we study magnetisation and dependence of the potential energy of the system
on the applied magnetic field.

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Average cluster size as a function of H. Upper curve shows the
average number of magnetic particles in their clusters; middle curve – the average number of nanogels in their clusters; the lowest curve shows the average
amount of bridges per a dimer of nanogels. (b) Schematic representation of
three nanogels. Two nanogels on the left are forming a dimer, as the common
cluster has more than four particles (orange), out of which at least two belong
to each of the nanogels. The left low and the right nanogels are not forming a
cluster as the condition to have at least two particles of a bridge in each nanogel
is violated in the left low nanogel.

In order to obtain a more quantitative picture of the chain formation, in Fig. 3(a) we plot three different curves characterising
average cluster size. The upper curve shows the average size
of clusters formed by magnetic nanoparticles only, in which
two particles are considered to be connected according to the
distance-energy criterion [79], i.e., if their interaction energy is
negative and the distance between their centres is below 1.5. It
can be seen that the average number of magnetic particles in the
cluster rapidly grows with an applied field up to H ∼ 0.5. After
that, the growth slows down significantly. The same characteristic behaviour is exhibited by the middle curve, that shows the
average size of clusters of whole nanogels: it grows almost by a
factor of two when field changes from zero to H = 0.5, whereas
the further increase of the field up to H = 1 results in only 20%
enhancement of nanogel aggregation. We did not investigate
here the behaviour for larger values of H, as the cluster size
could exceed half of the simulation box and lead to the finitesize induced percolation. However, for the range of parameters
described above, the system size is appropriate. In our work,
two nanogels are considered to be connected if they share a
cluster of magnetic particles and each nanogel contains at least
two particles of such cluster. According to this, in Fig. 3(b), the
upper and the lower left nanogels are forming a cluster, whereas
the right low nanogel is not a member of it, as only one magnetic particle of a shared cluster belongs to the left low nanogel.
In case two nanogels are bonded, we call the shared cluster an
intergel bridge. The average number of intergel bridges per
nanogel as a function of the applied field is described by the
lowest curve in Fig. 3(b). One can see that, with growing field,
each nanogel has on average two bridges. The behaviour of this
curve, similar to the two upper ones, changes once the value of

3.2. Magnetic response
Magnetisation can be calculated as an average projection
of the sum of all magnetic moments on the field axis. In
Fig. 4(a) we plot the magnetisation of the suspension of magnetic nanogels
√ as a function of Langevin parameter α =
µH/(kT ) = λH with symbols. Two simulation snapshots,
corresponding to selected values of α are also shown. The ordering under the influence of an applied field can be easily seen
on the right snapshot. The magnetisation curve of the nanogel
suspension alone cannot tell much about the system, as from the
first glance it looks like a typical Langevin-like law [81, 82].
However, it is well known that for λ = 6, for a system of
noncrosslinked magnetic particles, one has to use the model of
magnetisation that explicitly takes into account the formation
of chains [80]. This model, based on the density functional theory, predicts a rapid growth of the initial susceptibility with λ,
attributed to the formation of highly correlated and responsive
to weak magnetic fields ferroparticle chains and was shown to
accurately describe magnetisation curves in both real and computer experiments with low concentrated systems of magnetic
particles [83, 84]. As we saw in the previous section, the chains
of magnetic particles indeed reorient in very weak fields inside
4

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Magnetisation curves and selected simulation snapshots. In the latter, magnetic particles are represented as solid black spheres, while only the contours
of the polymer matrices are represented as translucent surfaces. The latter are absent in the upper part of the snapshots to ease the visualisation of the arrangements
of magnetic particles. (b) Average cluster size as a function of H. The curve in the middle shows the average number of magnetic particles for the fit φm = 0.008;
upper curve – φm = 0.035; the lowest curve – φm = 0.0035.

we see that the maximum value is around 14, while the upper curve in Fig. 3(a) goes up to ten. Even more striking is
the low-field region difference: for unconstrained particles the
chain length is about four particles, but inside the nanogels this
value is almost twice higher.
Thus, the effect of the nanogel matrix and nanogel neighbours are competing: on the one hand, neighbouring nanogels
allow to build intergel bridges and thus form longer chains, optimising dipolar interactions; on the other hand, matrix constraints inside individual nanogels set a limit to the chain length
growth and restrict the response leading to lower overall magnetisation. This explanation can be confirmed by Fig. 5, where
dipolar and Zeeman energies per particle, obtained from simulations, are plotted against the dimensionless magnetic field
H. In Fig. 5(a) one can see that dipolar energy per particle

the nanogels and form intergel bridges. On the other hand, it is
known that polymer matrix hinders the magnetisation of magnetic gels [85].
In order to understand the competing mechanisms involved,
in Fig. 4(a) we plot, together with the simulation data, three theoretical curves. The lowest curve was calculated using the volume fraction of magnetic particles φm = 6000π/(6V) = 0.0035,
namely the actual content of magnetic material in the simulation box. As it can clearly be seen, the effects of locally
higher fraction of magnetic particles inside nanogels results in
a higher magnetisation than such theoretical expectation,
apart
√
from the very low field region: α < 0.2, H < 0.2/ 6 ∼ 0.08.
If we consider that the magnetic particles are encapsulated inside nanogels, we can estimate φm = 60/(8R3g ), where Rg is the
average gyration radius of a nanogel, Rg ∼ 6. This estimate
results in φm = 0.035 and corresponds to the upper curve in
Fig. 4(a). This approach clearly overestimates simulation magnetisation in the whole region of external fields. An attempt
to fit the data using the volume fraction as a fitting parameter
results in φm = 0.008. This curve (in the middle) fits rather
well the data, but has qualitatively different behaviour. Analogous behaviour of the magnetisation fit can be obtained for
φm = 0.035, but using dipolar strength as a fitting constant,
and obtaining and λ = 5.2. However, the same qualitative differences remain: chain model overestimates the initial slope
(H < 0.2) and underestimates slightly the intermediate range
of α, 0.2 < H < 0.8; whereas for larger values of the applied
field, the chain model magnetisation becomes again higher than
that of the suspension of nanogels.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Energy per particle calculated as a function of H. (a) Dipolar energy.
(b) Zeeman energy; here, the
√ dashed line corresponds to the full alignment of
the dipole along the field − λH.

Looking carefully at Fig. 4(b), we can safely attribute these
qualitative differences to the effects of the polymer matrix.
Here, average cluster sizes, as predicted by the chain model
[80], are plotted for φm = 0.035, 0.008 and 0.0035, being respectively distributed from top to bottom. It turns out that for
φm = 0.008, the average cluster size is almost twice smaller
than we find in simulation (see, Fig. 3(a)) even though the magnetisation curve appears to be very close to the simulation data.
If we consider magnetic particles constrained in the volume of a
nanogel, but free to move, φm = 0.035 (upper curve in Fig. 4(b))

rapidly decreases with H. Instead, the Zeeman energy,
plotted
√
in Fig. 5(b) is well above its limiting behaviour − λH.
Summarising this part of the investigation, one can say that
the suspension of magnetic nanogels responds to an applied
magnetic field in a qualitatively different manner than an analogous ferrofluid with unconstrained particles. The effects of
the elastic constraints within the volume of each nanogel is
twofold: they set the length limitations for the magnetic par5
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4. Conclusion
We employed molecular dynamics computer simulations in
order to investigate the influence of an applied magnetic field
on the self-assembly of magnetic nanogels containing single
domain ferromagnetic nanoparticles. We found that even weak
fields lead to a very pronounced nanogel assembly in chains,
aligned with the field direction. The reason for such a dramatic
field influence is that magnetic nanoparticles are already highly
correlated within the nanogels, so that an elastic-magnetic balance is achieved; while chains formed at zero field are randomly oriented, even a small field can reorient them as their
susceptibility is very high. As soon as the chains reorient, they
provide nanogels with a relatively large total magnetic moment
and give rise to nanogel assembly. Moreover, the formation of
intergel magnetic bridges becomes more advantageous as it allows to minimise dipolar energy forming longer chains without
the need of large deformations of the polymer matrix.
As for magnetic response, it is found to be higher than for
a ferrofluid with the same overall density of magnetic material; at the same time, magnetisation curve is found to be lower
than that of a ferrofluid with the volume fraction of magnetic
nanoparticles encapsulated inside each nanogel. In general,
the behaviour of the magnetisation for the system of magnetic
nanogels reveals qualitative differences from any ferrofluid, and
the same is found for the average cluster size of magnetic
nanoparticles, which for nanogels is found to be significantly
larger at low fields, but smaller if the value of H grows. Even
though the clusters are larger at small fields, overall magnetic
response is clearly hindered by the polymer matrix. As a result, the magnetisation is found to slowly reach the saturation,
as well as the Zeeman energy decay with the field does not become linear for the fields considered here.
In a future work we plan to investigate the effects of higher
magnetic fields. This is a rather costly task, as the system dimensions should be large enough to avoid finite size effects.
Moreover, the rheology of these suspensions will be addressed
in detail.
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